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Temperature and localization of atoms in three-dimensional optical lattices

M. Gatzke, G. Birkl,* P. S. Jessen,† A. Kastberg,‡ S. L. Rolston, and W. D. Phillips
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~Received 10 January 1997!

We report temperature measurements of atoms trapped in a three-dimensional~3D! optical lattice, a well-
defined laser-cooling situation that can be treated with currently available theoretical tools. We also obtain
fluorescence spectra from a 3D optical lattice, from which we obtain quantitative information about the
trapping atoms, including the oscillation frequencies, spatial localization, and a temperature, which is in good
agreement with our direct measurements. For comparison we study a 1D lattice using the same atom~cesium!.
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Given the emergence of laser cooling of neutral atoms
a standard laboratory technique now used in a host of ap
cations, it is surprising that few direct comparisons of the
and experiment have been made concerning the equilibr
atomic momentum distribution~or temperature! achieved by
laser cooling. While a recent experiment in one-dimens
~1D! @1# agreed quantitatively with a theoretical simulatio
@2#, comparisons in 3D are lacking, primarily for two re
sons: the difficulty of extending calculations to 3D@3,4# and
the lack of appropriate experiments. To date, the only m
surements of temperature in 3D laser-cooled samples w
obtained in magneto-optical traps~MOTs! @5# or optical mo-
lasses, each created with six laser beams where the ph
between the beams were not controlled@6,7#. Under these
circumstances the morphology of the optical potential~due
to the ac Stark shift! varies in time, which is a difficult situ-
ation to model. More amenable to theoretical treatment
time-invariant optical potentials called ‘‘optical lattices,
which are a version of optical molasses having a spati
periodic arrangement of sites of pure circular polarizati
With the lasers tuned below atomic resonance the atoms
cooled, and optical dipole forces trap the atoms at these s
While such systems have already been studied in 1D@1,8#,
2D @9,10#, and 3D@10–14#, we report here the measuremen
of temperature in any optical lattice beyond 1D. We a
present fluorescence spectra from a 3D optical lattice, w
sufficient resolution to observe motional sidebands. T
spectra reveal both the spatial localization and temperatu
the atoms in addition to other dynamical information, inclu
ing oscillation frequencies and motional relaxation. All o
observations are self-consistently interpreted using an
lytic, anharmonic oscillator model.

We create a 3D optical lattice with four laser beams@15#:
two orthogonally polarized pairs of beams that propagate
planes perpendicular to each another with a 90° angle
tween the beams of each pair,„«̂y(6 x̂2 ẑ),«̂x(6 ŷ1 ẑ)…,as
in @14#. This is a simple extension@11# of the 1D lin'lin
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optical molasses@a pair of orthogonally polarized, counte
propagating beams„«̂y(2 x̂),«̂z(1 x̂)…], which we also stud-
ied for comparison. In the 1D case, the interference of
beams creates a set of planes of pure circular polariza
(s1 ands2 alternately! spaced byl/4, wherel is the wave-
length of the lattice light. In 3D there are sites of pures1

ands2polarization@with respect to the symmetry axis (z)#
alternately arranged on a centered tetragonal lattice with
tice constants ofax,y5l/A2 andaz5l/2A2. We load the
lattice with Cs atoms captured in a MOT and then la
cooled for 1 ms in a six-beams1-s2 optical molasses@14#.
We turn off the molasses, leaving the atoms in an opti
lattice tuned 5–15 natural line widths~G/2p55.22 MHz! red
of the D2 resonance at 852 nm (F54→F855). The se-
quence~MOT→molasses→lattice! is typically cycled at a
frequency of 125 Hz with a 4-ms lattice phase.

Using a time-of-flight~TOF! technique, after a sudde
release of atoms from the lattice@14#, we measure a Gauss
ian distribution of momentumpx along the vertical (x) di-
rection and determine the temperature,kBT5^px

2&/m. We
measureT ~found to be isotropic within the 30% uncertain
ties in @14#! as a function of laser intensity for three differe
detuningsD from atomic resonance. Figure 1~full circles!
shows typical results for a 3D data run atD525.2G as a
function of light shift potentialU0 @16#. The two-level ap-
proximation for the potential, including saturation and f
D@G, can be written asU05\(uDu/2)ln@11(44/45)VRabi

2 /
2D2]. Here,VRabi

2 5(G2/2)(I /I 0) is the square of the maxi
mum Rabi frequency~at the center of a potential well!, I is
the maximum light intensity there (I58I beam, whereI beamis
the intensity of a single beam!, andI 051.1 mW/cm2. Since
the atoms are predominantly localized in sites of pure cir
lar polarization and optically pumped to the extremem
states, this analytic two-level approximation is appropria
From the figure it is clear thatT scales linearly withU0.
From analysis of all data runs we find a mean value for
slope ofC3D5kB(T2T0)/2U050.121(14), independent o
the detuning within the uncertainty of our measuremen
The uncertainty~1s! includes both the run-to-run scatter
the measured slopes and calibration of the laser intensity.
attribute the run-to-run scatter to irreproducibility in o
measurements of intensity and detuning. In Fig. 1 we p
similar results obtained for the 1D lattice~along the vertical
R3987 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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direction! for D525.7G. Again we observe a linear scaling
of T with U0, but the proportionality constant,
C1D50.079~10!, is smaller than in 3D. These measuremen
of C are similar to the one reported previously in 1D@1#, to
the predictions of 1D calculations@2,3#, and to measure-
ments ofC in a phase-uncontrolled 3D opticalmolasses@6,7#
if the average intensity (I56I beam) is used to determine
U0.

Our temperature measurements confirm that polarizati
gradient ~or Sisyphus! laser cooling in the 3D lattice pro-
duces temperatures so low that an atom is trapped in a sin
well, i.e., kBT!U0. From the known shape of the potentia
and the virial theorem, we use our measurements ofT to
infer the equilibrium spatial distribution~or localization!
alongx ~vertical! within each well. In addition, we can mea

FIG. 1. Temperature in the 3D~d! and 1D ~s! lattices mea-
sured by time of flight vs the maximum light shiftU0 scaled by the
recoil energyEr , for a lattice detuning ofD525.2G, 25.7G, re-
spectively, along with best fits. Also shown are 1D temperatu
~h! obtained from the fluorescence spectrum atD525.7G.
s

n-

le

sure the localization~in any direction! through a high-
resolution spectral analysis of the light that is scattered
the atoms in the lattice. Below we will compare the results
this direct measurement, described next, with the localiza
inferred from our temperature measurements.

In a harmonic approximation, valid near the bottom of t
wells, the 3D potential is separable:U(x,y,z)5U0(Kx

2x2

1Ky
2y21Kz

2z2). The virial theorem (̂U(x,y,z)&53kBT/2)
implies ^Kjj)

2&5C, (jP$x,y,z%). SinceC!1, the atoms
are spatially localized within the wells, and sinceK'k
52p/l we are in the Lamb-Dicke regime@17#
(j rms<l/2p), where perfectly elastic~recoilless! scattering
of the light predominates over inelastic scattering in wh
the atoms recoil. In this regime the ratio of inelastic to elas
scatteringR yields the localizationkj rms along the observa-
tion direction:R5(kj rms)

2 @18#. In addition, the inelastic
part of the spectrum reveals information about the motion
atoms, including the oscillation frequencies in the wells a
the temperature@1#, discussed below. Some of this same d
namical information is available from probe absorption sp
troscopy @8–11# or from four-wave mixing spectroscop
@12#, but these techniques do not directly yield informati
about either the temperature or localization of atoms in
lattice.

To obtain an ultrahigh resolution power spectrum of t
scattered light, we use an optical heterodyne techni
@1,19#, where we combine the scattered light with
frequency-shifted~by '50 MHz! local oscillator beam on a
photodiode. The rf beat signal from the diode is mixed dow
sampled and fast-Fourier transform~FFT! analyzed with 256
points. After background subtraction and signal averag
we obtain spectra like those shown in Fig. 2, each of wh
was obtained in;30 minutes. Our spectrum is similar to th
Fourier transform of the autocorrelation of fluorescence
tained in a related experiment@20#, although in that case only
positive frequencies are measured and no temperature in
mation is available.

s

ns
FIG. 2. Fluorescence spectra relative to the optical lattice laser frequencyvL taken with the same detuning and intensity along directio
perpendicular~a! and parallel~b! to the symmetry axisz and along a direction making an angle of 12° with thez axis ~c!. The points are the
data and the solid lines are five-Lorentzian fits: atv5vL , vL6Vx,z , vL62Vx,z in ~a!, ~b!, respectively. In~c! the sidebands are atvL

6Vx andvL6Vz .
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The spectra in Fig. 2 clearly exhibit the characteristics
scattering in the Lamb-Dicke regime: a narrow central pe
from elastic scattering~instrumentally broadened! and in-
elastic side bands that indicate the oscillation frequency
motion in the wells of the lattice. We have observed t
central peak with a higher resolution spectrum analyzer
found a Lorentzian shape with a full width at half maximu
~FWHM! of 2.5 kHz, which we attribute partly to fluctuatin
phase shifts between the lattice beams and the local oscil
as a result of acoustic vibration of the optics. The existe
of well resolved sidebands is an indication that the cohere
time of the oscillatory motion of the atoms is longer than
oscillation period, which is much longer than the mean ti
between spontaneous scattering events. This surprising
sult, established by previous studies of optical lattices@1,8–
13#, arises from the increased likelihood that the cohere
of the motion is preserved following an absorptio
spontaneous–emission cycle because of the tight bindin
atoms to a harmonic potential@21#. The pronounced asym
metry of the intensity between the lower and upper sideba
results from the distribution of population among the diffe
ent bound states of the wells@1#.

In a harmonic approximation there is a single frequen
for oscillatory motion along each principle axisj, Vj

(0)/v r

5(2Kj
2U0 /m)

1/2/v r5(2Kj /k)AU0 /Er , where Er5\v r

5\2k2/2m is the recoil energy (v r /2p52.07 kHz for Cs!.
The wells in the 3D lattice are anisotropic (Kx,y5k/2 and
Kz5k/A88/45), so there are two distinct frequencie
Vx,y

(0)/v r5AU0 /Er , Vz
(0)/v r5A88U0/45Er @22#. This is il-

lustrated by the spectra shown in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!, which
were measured alongx and z, respectively. In addition, by
observing the spectrum along a direction making a 12° an
with z in the x-z plane we see both sideband frequenc
simultaneously, as shown in Fig. 2~c! @23#. Figure 3 shows
the dependence of the observedVx andVz onAU0. The data
clearly exhibit the'A2 ratio betweenVx andVz and the
expected scaling, independent of detuning, but fall 20%
low the predictions of the harmonic model. This discrepan

FIG. 3. Oscillation frequencies measured along directions p
allel ~solid! and perpendicular~open! to z, vs the square root of the
scaled potential well depth (U0 /Er)

1/2, at detunings of
25G(n,m), 210G(h), and215G~s!. The best fits to the data
~—! yield the slopes shown.
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well beyond our estimated 5% measurement uncertainty,
consequence of anharmonicity of the potential@24#, which
we can treat perturbatively as a function of the parame
C5kBT/2U0. We find for a thermal distribution,Vx,y,z(C)
5Vx,y,z

(0) (122C1•••) along x, y, and z, whereVj
(0)is the

harmonic frequency for thej direction. Given our measure
value ofC50.12, this analysis predicts frequencies in agr
ment with our measurements. In the 1D measureme
of V, from this experiment and from@1#, there is a similar
20% discrepancy with the harmonic frequenc
V (0)/v r(88/45)AU0 /Er . However, only about half of the
discrepancy can be accounted for by anharmonicity. T
may reflect the fact that the 1D experiment is not well with
the classical regime@22# where our approximations are valid
In fact, a quantum Monte Carlo calculation of the 1D spe
trum @2# is in good agreement with the results from@1#.

The sidebands in our spectra are well fit by Lorentzia
with line widths DV from 11 to 22 kHz~FWHM!, which
vary linearly withAU0 ~and thus withV! and have a smal
positive intercept. This intercept width is approximate
equal to the mean observed width of the central pe
DV0/2p54.4(1.2) kHz ~FWHM!, which includes about 2
kHz of measured instrumental broadening. The linear s
ing, (DV2DV0)/V50.26(4), independent~within uncer-
tainty! of both the detuning and observation direction in t
3D lattice, is consistent with broadening due to anharmon
ity. From our perturbative treatment of anharmonicity w
estimateDV/V51.22C along z and 1.53C along x in 3D.
SinceC50.12, this clearly accounts for much of the o
served width. We also expect homogeneous broaden
due to the decay of coherent oscillatory motion from inel
tic scattering@21#. In the Lamb-Dicke regime an atom wit
vibration quantum numbern inelastically scatters light at a
rateGn9 that is smaller than the total spontaneous scatte
rate,G85G(U0 /\D), by the localization factor, (kjn)

2

'(2n11)(kj0)
2. Here, jn is the spatial extent of thenth

oscillator state. One might think that coherence between
ferent oscillator states would decay at a similar rate giv
the sidebands a width'G8. Our measured sidebands a
much narrower, which is strong evidence for the transfer
coherence that is predicted to reduce this relaxation in
harmonic oscillator@25#. Anharmonicity limits the coherence
transfer process so that relaxation due to inelastic pho
scattering should contribute at the level of the anharmoni
width, but we have not calculated how these effects comb
@26#. We note that, as in@1#, the sideband width is nearly 3
kHz in the 1D lattice and is dominated by residual Dopp
broadening.

In Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! the strength of the sidebands
markedly different for the spectra taken along thex and z
directions. From the ratiosR of the power in both first-order
sidebands to that in the central peak, we determine local
tions of xrms5l/7.3(0.7)and zrms5l/12(2)along x and
z, respectively, in 3D, andxrms5l/18(2) in 1D, independen
of laser intensity and detuning.~We note that our 1D resul
in Cs nearly agrees with the previous results in Rb@1#!.
When scaled to the curvature of the potential, our results
as follows: (kxrms)

250.122(16) in 1D and (Kxxrms)
2

50.183(18)and (Kzzrms)
250.143(25) in 3D, and can be

used to infer the temperature coefficientC along each direc-

r-
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tion of observation.~Recall that^(Kjj)
2&5C in the har-

monic approximation.! A proper determination ofC in this
way requires anharmonic corrections to the spatial distri
tion of atoms, as well as corrections to the vibrational mot
and the resulting phase modulation which produces our s
trum. A correction for the first effect, by evaluating the se
ond moment integral (j rms

2 5*dr3j2 exp@2U(r )/kBT#) nu-
merically using the full expression for the potential@10#
yields a common value,C'0.1. Although this is in good
agreement with our TOF results, we expect the second
rection to be of similar order.

Finally, as in@1# the sideband asymmetry evident in Fig.
may also be used to infer the temperature, which in
agrees within uncertainty with the TOF measurements
shown in Fig. 1. In our 3D lattice the sample density
higher, and a density-dependent distortion of the spect
occurs as a result of stimulated rescattering of fluoresce
as observed in probe propagation experiments@10–12#. We
,
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have confirmed this by recording spectra at lower den
and extrapolating to zero density, where the temperatures
infer are in good agreement with the TOF results.

We have measured the temperature of laser-cooled at
in the well-defined field of an optical lattice in 3D and 1D b
time of flight and from analysis of the fluorescence spectru
The results imply a nearly common laser-cooling tempe
turekT/2'0.1U0 and are in good agreement with a previo
1D experiment and with 1D quantum calculations. We ho
these results will motivate a calculation of laser cooling
3D, which is necessary for a quantitative comparison w
experiment.
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